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please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.

syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those

AND FINALLY

of its readers.

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.

You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ …. let us know
what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have any ideas
about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or don’t like
about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to You” or to
the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

incentive to ‘break out’ the shorts and T shirts and most of us will be wishing

EDITORIAL

we could remember where we put those gloves!
So that’s it. What can I say? Summer over!
It’s definitely ‘hibernation time’!
I hope you were able to take advantage of the good weather that we did
have, though I have to say there were periods when it seemed to be in short

I know I’ve got a stack of projects just waiting (as many of them have done

supply! All down to that ‘pesky’ jet stream that had drifted too far South.

for some years!!) for my attention. There are kits to build, locos to ‘modify’,
letter and weather (some to even ‘get running’!!), wagons and carriages to

Maybe we could erect a system of deflectors for next year?

bring up to scratch and, speaking of scratch, there are a few buildings I need
to make. The list, when I think about it, seems to be almost endless. And

If you were able to ‘get out and about’ and managed to visit anywhere of

that’s just the list of 0n30 projects! This year, I promise ………

interest, how about letting us know? All you need to do is send in a few
photos (original format, please), cobble together a bit of blurb or a few notes

What of your projects? Have you any in the pipeline that you could tell us

and an article is born! It’s that simple.

about? Could you produce a series of progress reports to show us how your
project is developing?

As you are probably already aware from last month’s editorial, I am hoping to
put together a summer information pack for the Club’s web site and as a

And now for a complete change of subject!

“Summer Special” edition of this Newsletter. There’s already a useful stock
of ideas and information but more contributions would be most welcome. It

I hate to say this, but Christmas is beginning to loom on the horizon. Part of

would be great if you could help others get the best out of their summer next

me wishes it wasn’t mainly because I haven’t finished paying for the last one

year.

yet! Reality tells me that, no matter the state of my finances, we shall
continue to move inexorably toward it! And, as in previous years, I will try to

Now it’s time to pack away the garden furniture, mothball the barbecue and

produce a Newsletter that reflects the season. You must, surely, be getting

consider what we are going to do during our ‘hibernation’ season. If you are

tired of my jokes by now and my rather irreverent take on Christmas. Maybe

lucky enough to have a garden railway you might be wise investing in a

you could help to put that right?

snow plough or two! From what the pundits are saying, we should expect to
see quite a bit of snow from November through to February.

If you’ve got any jokes, anecdotes, tales to tell or off-beat thoughts with a
Christmas theme and loosely connected to railways I’d love to hear them!

OK. This has come from the organisation who promised us a barbecue

The December issue is, so far, a blank page. Maybe your contribution could

summer a couple of years ago (it turned out to be the wettest on record!), no

be just what the Newsletter needs! Every item you send in will replace an

hurricanes (will Michael Fish ever live that one down?) and, last year,

offering from me ………. and that has to be a good thing! Our readers

promised us the coldest winter ……. ever. It was one of the mildest on

deserve the best!

record!
Pleas for help and support over!
By the law of averages, they have to get something right sometime and, just
As ever, I hope you enjoy the read and find something of interest to you in

maybe, this is the year they’re going to do it!

these pages. You may even find inspiration ….. who knows?
We’ll see.
My thanks to all who have contributed to this issue of the Newsletter. Your
But, however inaccurate their predictions turn out to be, there is no getting

efforts and support are much appreciated.

away from the fact that daylight hours will be much shorter, there will be no

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
through the On30 Group
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BUILDING AN ‘O’ SCALE GANTRY CRANE FROM SCRATCH

part has to be lifted out in case of transporting the crane with the model

Udo Pfannkuche

railroad
layout to
For my steam boiler

exhibitions. A

factory, “Siller & Jamart”,

separate

a gantry crane is a

baseboard is

necessity to have. The

required for

railroad freight cars

the

transport steel plates,

foundation of

steel profiles, and steel

my gantry

tubes to the factory’s

crane. It

premises to allow for

encloses the

continuity of production.

stub end

Because of the steadily

siding and accommodates the electronics, decoders, relays, and connectors

increasing weight of

necessary to control the gantry crane’s motors and magnets.

these steel parts the company invested in a gantry crane to ease the strain
of unloading the steel parts.

As per the prototype I mounted the runway beams on columns spaced
equally and ensured a defined distance at every point. The runway beams

The steel plates

are brass I-profiles measuring 12 by 5 mm. Into the inside of these beams I

come in stacks

glued six copper clad self-adhesive strips as conductors for the motors and

where each plate

magnets. Two pairs

is separated from

of these copper strips

each other by

supply electricity to

wooden timbers.

the trolley motor and

The steel profiles

the hoist motor. The

and tubes come in

strips 5 and 6 supply

bundles. This

the power for the

makes it easy to unload them by the use of electro magnetic forces. Thus it

electro-magnets.

was decided to have a gantry crane installed including an electro magnetic
steel lifter.

The bridge girders
are made from steel
I looked around in

L-profiles 10 by 10 mm. The spacers at both ends keep them square and

Wuppertal for a

provide cross girders for the pick-ups and the motor fasteners. The pick-ups

matching crane and

are procured from a model railroad retailer; these pick-ups are dedicated to

- oh wonder - I found

pick up power from the tracks and wheel sets. The bridge girders’ inner

one very near an

sides also accommodate two copper clad self-adhesive strips to provide

abandoned railroad

electrical energy for the magnets.

station. There are

bay of the gantry crane.
That provided me with
ample information about
a typical prototype.

One of the sidings
serves the steam boiler
factory, running straight
through the factory‘s
building and ends right
under the
gantry
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crane. This

even some yards of

The trolley frame sees four upper blocks and also the fix point for the

track to be found in

trolley’s pulling “rope”. This is a simple grey wire of the type of 0.14 square

the ground which

mm cross section. A spring was ‘conjured’ from a ballpoint pen to keep the

lead to the loading

trolley’s pulling rope tensed. This enables a reliable trolley movement.

The hoist motor is mounted on the other side of the runway bridge and has
a double winding drum. The rope moving the hook block runs over a pair of
upper blocks, slumps down and snakes around the pair of hook blocks,
passes another pair of upper blocks and ends at the opposite side of the
runway girder. Here the rope is lead through two wire-bend loops to keep
them at the correct distance from each other and prevent them from
becoming entangled. This also helps to prevent the double magnets from
tilting.

The runway bridge and the trolley run on flanged ball bearings. The runway
bridge is driven by a pair of Delrin chains, which ensure a parallel
movement of the bridge at every point. The geared motor that drives the
runway bridge’s Delrin chains sits under the crane’s baseboard right at the
back side of it. There are also fixed the other electronic control elements as
there are six relays, two locomotive decoders, the wiring, and the plug/
socket connector. One decoder switches on/off three of the relays by use
of its function outputs that conduct electricity to the motors individually. The
decoder’s motor output makes it possible to control the motors’ speed and
spinning direction.

piece off it, and drilled a 6 mm hole about 50 mm deep. Then I cut a recess
into the wood’s face about 8 mm deep and leaving a wall of approximately
1,5 mm. This recess now accommodates the screw with the copper wire’s
coil. I filled the gap between the coil and the recess’s wall with PVA glue.
The copper wire protrudes backwards through the 6 mm hole cut for the

The other decoder also controls three relays by its function outputs. The
two magnets are connected this way only. Each relay provides power

screw’s shaft. I cut the screw’s shaft as closely to the magnet’s housing as
possible taking care not to damage the copper wires. I made a harness to

through a big resistor. The resistors’ values are different so that the
magnets are supplied with different voltages. This way I control the electromagnetic forces in three steps. This is necessary because almost all of the
freight cars have iron weight sheets within their car bodies. If the magnetic
forces were too strong, they would lift the car off the track.

The electro-magnets are not commercially available, so I had to make
them myself. I soldered a washer onto the head of an M6 screw and turned
the head flat on my lathe. I super-glued a varnish insulated copper wire of
0,28 mm diameter to the screw as close to the washer as possible. When

have both magnets glued to it as to build a strong double magnet as it is
usual in the metal working industry, when the factory receives lots of metal
sheets and profiles. Two parallel electro magnets provide a much stronger
magnetic force and balance the often long loads much better.

Much of that described in the text above is more comprehendible if you
look closely at the pictures provided with this article. The vital information
about the industrial electro-magnetic freight lifters were gathered from the
internet looking at the homepages of several manufacturers of these kind
of industrial electro-magnets. They often also provide information about the
dimensions of the magnets and the lifting power, measured in kg or
the glue had set I clamped the crews’s shaft into the lathe’s chuck and let it

Newton. If you feel like calculating the prototypical weight of the steel

rotate at the lowest possible revolutions. I held the copper wire reel on a

cargo your model freight cars can carry, than calculate the overall volume

round stick and always kept a finger on it to span the copper wire while

of the steel parts in cubic cm and multiply them with 7,87 g per cubic cm.

winding around the screw. When the coil was as thick as the washer I

This gives you an impression of the total weight of a freight car’s cargo and

stopped the winding process, added some drops of super glue to the coil

of each of the steel parts. Now you can assess whether the freight cars’

and put it aside to harden. Now the magnets’ housings had to be made. I

carrying capacity and the cranes lifting capacity are sufficient for the

used a wooden hard wood club of 28 mm diameter, cut a 100 mm long

size of the parts you transport and deliver.
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OOPS!
Adam Adamski

clearance as the bridge, one either side of the bridge.

Best regards

Richard Gowing

Thanks for the info, Richard. As you rightly say, there are examples of lifting bridges
both here and throughout the world as there are of bascule bridges. What I have never
seen an example of, ANYWHERE, is the “lifting rail” solution to a crossing problem!
As for Japan’s solution to the problem of “bridge bashing” …. it may save the bridge,
but I suspect that the trucks and buses would end up no better off. I’m sure that
Japanese “Oops!” moments are every bit as entertaining as ours!! Ed

EVER HEARD OF THE 6 ‘P’ PRINCIPLE?
The buckling of wagon chassis was not such a rare occurrence as you might

Adam Adamski

think. It often resulted from ‘over-enthusiastic’ shunting and other situations
where the compression forces on the wagon became too great for the
chassis to tolerate. Similar damage could occur as the result of accidents
where the buffers of one wagon over-rode those of another - railway
collisions come to mind.

Moral of this story …… if you’ve got a damaged wagon in your collection, the chances
are that a railway sometime, somewhere had a real one in similar condition. Never
throw anything away! It could very well be that ‘detail’ addition your layout needs! Ed

OVER TO YOU
The Editor
“Aw, come on you guys! Maybe we should have decided how we’re gonna
Thanks.

move it before we built it.”

To see an example of a lifting bridge in England, go to Tees-side where,

The “6 ‘P’ Principle”? Perfect Planning Prevents Piss Poor Performance!!

between Stockton and Middlesbrough, you’ll find the Newport Bridge.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, Crewe
Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 7LG
01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :Sadly It’s no longer operational, being now permanently fixed for the road

“CABOOSE HOBBIES INC”

crossing.

500 South Broadway, Denver, CO 80209, United States
The other point I would like to mention: in Japan, “bridge bashes” are
avoided by placing a substantial beam across the road with the
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+1 303-777-6766

ANOTHER DAY OUT - LLANFAIR CAEREINION

enjoyed the huge sprays of water thrown up by ‘Bertha’ almost as much as

Mike Hebblethwaite

they did the cries of protest from their Nana!

And so we arrived at Llanfair Caereinion, parked up at the station and
joined in their ‘Gala Weekend’……..and what a great day it proved to be!

As well as “Earl” and “Countess” operating trains to Welshpool, there were
more locos in steam than
you could shake a stick at!

There were opportunities
galore to clamber on
footplates, inspect the
locos at close quarters and
talk to the many volunteer
“Camp Llan Raco"

staff on duty on the day.

Waking up to a misty morning with heavy drizzle that shows every sign of

Their enthusiasm was

being set in for the day is hardly the start you want at “Camp Llan Raco” *.

infectious and their

It is especially not the start to a day you want when you have three

knowledge of “their” loco

grandchildren who are bordering on the mutinous and a partner who is,

and the railway in general

hands on hips, demanding that I come up with something to entertain one

made the whole

and all …… now!

experience of visiting this
Then it started to rain. There is something about Welsh rain that makes it
distinctly different from any other kind. It’s wetter and it is torrential! This
day’s Welsh rain was no exception.

To cut what could be a long story in its own right short, it was agreed (with,
shall we say, ‘muted enthusiasm’) that we should visit the Welshpool and
Llanfair Light Railway’s Gala Day at Llanfair Caereinion.

So we piled into ‘Bertha’ and set off across country for Llanfair Caereinion.
By cross country I mean via narrow country lanes which turned out to be

‘Earl’ and train coast into the
station at Llanfair Caereinion

railway “come alive”.
With tickets for the round trip to
Welshpool duly purchased, we
waited for “Countess” to run
round our train in preparation
for her eastward journey. One
of the beauties of this railway is
the mix of 4 wheel and bogie
coaching stock ….. and the
difference between them is
quite marked! The four wheel

“Bertha”

stock originates from the
seriously flooded in places. What a stroke of genius! The kids thoroughly

“Countess” prepares to
run round her train for
the trip to Welshpool

Continent from the Zillertalbahn
in Austria and various
Czech
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railways. The bogie stock is ‘home grown’. Whilst the four wheel stock
lurches, rocks and sways, the bogie stock rides much more smoothly. The
winning factor of all the carriage stock (as far as the kids were concerned) is
that they are all open verandah ……. that means you can stand ‘outside’ the
carriage, really smell the smoke, steam and oil and end up with a face full of
soot and hair full of cinders! All the kids (some way beyond school age!)
thought that a ‘top seller’!

Super Sentinel steam wagon

And it had stopped raining just before we arrived!

What more could we have asked? A great day out, plenty to see, a lovely
train ride and, for me at least, a trip down memory lane.
’Countess’ refills
at Welshpool

Mmmmm.

Unfortunately our return journey to ‘Llan Raco’* was not all it could have
There’s not much to occupy folk once Welshpool is reached; the station, cafe

been ……… most of the flooding had drained away!

and shop are all somewhat inferior to Llanfair’s facilities and the railway now
ends some way short of the town centre. I’m of an age where I can
remember the rails (though not the trains!) running in to the livestock market
(now a supermarket car park!!)…….but those days are long gone.

If you’ve not visited this railway before, you’ve missed a treat. If you’ve not
visited their Gala Weekend before……do! Unfortunately we didn’t have time
to visit the associated ‘garden railway exhibition’ which is linked to the Gala
in more ways than one …….. there’s a free minibus running between the

There was, of course, our return trip to Llanfair Caereinion, but our day was

station and the exhibition venue!

far from over!
What more could you want? The kids (and I) loved it.
Accompanying the railway
locomotives in steam was

Kids or no kids, it’s a great day out. Check it out for next year.

a rather fine ‘showman’s
traction engine’ (Admiral
Beatty), a well turned out
steam roller (ex

* Footnote. “Llan Raco” is named after “El Raco”, that well known camp site in
Benidorm, so much favoured by British ex-pats, and featured in a not so complimentary
T.V. series! The featured caravan sight is called “Cryn Goed” and is great! Highly
recommended. Ed

Aberystwyth Council) and
a Super Sentinel steam

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

wagon I remember
chugging around
Shrewsbury in my youth
‘Admiral Beatty’

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”
30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

…….. and
it was

built at the Sentinel Works

0161 928 5940
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

on Harlescott Road in
Shrewsbury!

There was also a small
display of models in the
loco repair shop along with

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY

a couple of working live
steam layouts.
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01625 850427

SADDLEWORTH RAILWAY VIADUCT

case it was inoperative at that time. The station, visible immediately off the

Ken Ratcliff

end of the viaduct, has snow on its platforms, and in the goods yard, as well
as the approach paths. The road approach to the station is to the left, out of

This photo was taken on a freezing day in the 1950s. It is the iconic-type

view. This would make a lovely model, a large viaduct with two skew arches,

shot of the railway viaduct at Saddleworth, which in those days was in the

a pleasant station with tiny goods yard, a river, a canal with a lock, just as it

West Riding of Yorkshire, but which, since boundary changes of 1974, is

crosses river, and tracks and footpaths, and one main road on which those

part of the borough of Oldham (Greater Manchester). The train, starting from

excellent currently available bus models could be placed, alongside some of

Saddleworth station on the downgrade, is a local passenger with vans and a

those Oxford model cars.

wagon at the back, pulled by a Standard Class 5 (73000 series). It carries
the single lamp for a stopping passenger train. Its tender, a BR standard

Saddleworth is the name of a district, and comprises several villages. The

design, is of the later style, which resembles a Stanier vehicle, and it carries

station’s name of Saddleworth should not be taken to mean that it the heart

the BR early emblem, the monocycling lion. The engine’s number is not

of that district. In fact it is one of a very large number of stations that were

discernible on the photograph, and I had given up trainspotting by that time,

within its boundary, eleven when I last tried to count them, though Gerry

so I haven’t a clue which it is and where it was based. The service is

Ogden probably has more accurate knowledge than I. In spite of its taking

probably a Leeds (City) to Manchester (Exchange) via Huddersfield and

the name of the whole district, it is not the main station – the busiest, as far

Stalybridge, though a few trains went to Stockport instead of Manchester,

as trains stopping there (including expresses), being Greenfield, which is

branching off at Stalybridge. The train’s next stop is almost certainly

indeed the sole survivor. However, it was certainly the most photogenic,

Greenfield, which was the junction for trains to Oldham (via Lees). This was

being at the end of the viaduct, having nice gables, and its unusual name

the LNWR’s route from Manchester to Leeds, though it used the LYR’s

board has found a home in the NRM at York.

tracks from Manchester to Stalybridge by running rights, these two
competing railways merging one year before the grouping which set up the
Big Four, in this case the LMS.

The line of the Delph Donkey, the all-stations local from Oldham Clegg
Street station to Delph, diverged away from the viaduct line at the near end
of the viaduct, and curved sharply to the west, just out of shot below where I

The viaduct’s location is interesting insofar as it coincides with the canal’s

was standing, up the Tame Valley to the left. Its junction with the main line

aqueduct across the river Tame, as well as the main road from Uppermill to

was not actually at the end of the viaduct, but a few hundred yards towards

Standedge and Diggle. The canal features a lock, just as it crosses the river,

Greenfield at the halt called Moorgate.

and its alignment forces a large skew arch in the viaduct. A smaller skew
arch is the third from the left, as the railway crosses the main road. At the

In the left background of the photo, above the station, can be seen the

top of each pier of the viaduct can be seen huge icicles from the deck’s

village of Diggle. As well as being the west end of the Standedge tunnels,

drainage channels. The overall thickness of the snow is not great, but clearly

this was a busy junction for freight, for it was here that the alternative route
to Stalybridge (the Micklehurst Loop) diverged, effectively giving a

the temperature had been low for some time. The canal is frozen, but in any
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main line to this Pennine crossing, but also it is where trains for different

1950s gives a picture of a bleak, tough upland area, where men were men,

parts of Lancashire and Cheshire could be separated and remarshalled.

and sheep were nervous, whereas nowadays it is a most desirable

That loop line passed under the hills (coming down from the right to

residential area with gastropubs, antique shops, the narrow canal back in

Saddleworth station) by means of Butterhouse tunnel. That line saw a lot of

use, music and arts festivals, and favoured locations for nostalgic film and

traffic, but, bypassing Greenfield where connections with the Oldham line

TV programmes.

were made, few expresses used it. Rising immediately behind Diggle can
be seen the high hills which form the watershed of England,
and the line of the Austerlands Turnpike, the A62, can be seen rising from

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

the left to the summit of the Standedge pass, under which the railway
passed directly, emerging at Marsden, from where it was a long line of four

“CHESHIRE MODELS”

tracks as far as Huddersfield.

37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield
Leaving the railway for a moment, up on the hill to the right, with a tall

01625 511646

chimney, is the old Saddleworth Workhouse, fortunately long defunct, but if

www.cheshiremods.org.uk

we consider how inhumane such institutions were, let us bear in mind what
it must have been like up there, in basically unheated buildings, in weather
like that in the photograph, with such massive icicles bearing witness to the
intensity and duration of the cold. In the relatively modern semi where we
lived, it was not at all uncommon to have ice on the insides of the windows
in winter.

MACCLESFIELD MODEL RAILWAY GROUP- NEW OO
SCALE LAYOUT?

The climate of this part of the world was utterly different from that of
Manchester, which was not actually that far away. I normally went to
secondary school in that city from Dobcross village in Saddleworth every
day by bus, which was convenient, but when the snow blocked the roads,
the trains could still get through. Switching to rail involved changing from
the local train (the Delph Donkey, for me) in Oldham and continuing by bus
or another train into Manchester, by which time I was clearly going to be
late for school. Lateness with a good reason was fine, but my main trouble
was that there was no sign of snow, and hence disruption, at school. It was
difficult for teacher and fellow pupils to believe me when I said that the
buses were cancelled because of the snow, and that I had to come the long

Tony Hallatt
The large OO ‘tail-chaser’ in the clubroom is nearing completion, the aim
being to show it at the MMRG 2017 Exhibition.
It has been a good project and has proven itself to be very useful in ‘honing’
skills that might otherwise have lain dormant for some time.
The purpose of this note is to seek expressions of interest in the next OO
layout.
There is nothing in mind as yet, although there is a feeling that the new
layout might be smaller and hence faster to build and more portable than
the current one.

way round by train. Evidence for my problem was fifteen miles away and

We need a group of people willing to commit to the building, operating (and
- who knows?- exhibiting) of an "OO" layout.

750 feet above sea level. There was no sign of the snow in Manchester. It

If you are interested, please contact me by one of the following means:

wasn’t a case of disliking school, so on such days I did what I thought I
should and took the main alternative, the train.

Anxious about what ‘bollocking' and incredulity I’d meet on late arrival, I

* In person at the Club (I’m usually there on Mondays)
* By Email ..... "Interested in the Next ’00’ Layout" to:-

"MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

didn’t lengthen my delay to slip in an extra fifteen minutes of spotting, but

or

the train at least, a two-coach push-pull, was invitingly warm in the steam

“macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com"

heated LNW-built open saloons. As a result of such occasionally late
arrivals, and the tales of frozen roads, snowdrifts, where none could be
seen in Manchester, and where no other pupils arrived late with that
explanation, I was treated at times as a bit of country yokel, one who turns
up wearing snow on his shoes (metaphorically, as it would have melted

(All e-mails will be forwarded to Tony from either account and he will contact you with
further details - Ed)

Much depends upon the interest shown by you, the readers, and your ‘blue
sky’ thinking.
Please get in touch!

quickly when under way).

(Another chance, as with the ‘TT’, to “get in on the ground floor” of another new
Finally, it can be added that, whilst the viaduct and its railway are
prospering with overcrowded Class 158 DMUs (no Saddleworth Station,
though), and electrification beckons, much has changed. If one were to find
the same spot from which I took this photograph, the view would be
strikingly different, with a great proliferation of modern housing,
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and a huge increase in the number of trees. This photo from the

development. If you would like to get involved, please let us know.
Not a member? No problem! Come down to the Club and talk to the guys already
involved. Your ideas could make all the difference and this could be your opportunity
to get involved in an exciting new project. Ed)

OK. SO IF THIS IS THE REAR OF A U.S. TALGO TRAIN
……

Inspection cars come in all shapes and sizes with the comfort of those
inspecting very much in mind! The ‘stretch limo’ approach was perhaps the
more ‘opulent’ but, hey, we Brits were not to be outdone! This fine export

appeared on Canadian National rails!

Of course, the Germans had their versions ……

Oh! That’s what the front end looks like! Ever felt like there might be a whole
deck missing on this cruise liner? It was supposed to be the last word in high
speed trains ……….. and I can well see why that might be so.
It looks as though it might be better suited to carrying containers!

DID YOU KNOW THAT …….
Before the building of the Panama Canal, one American inventor proposed
the building of a railway to transport ships across the isthmus?

…… as did the French!

It’s crazy, but true! The idea was to build a six track railway hauling ships
loaded at low tide onto huge ‘slipways’. The whole ‘kit and caboodle’ was to
be steam powered as in the picture above!
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part of the Management Team of ‘Model Train Stuff’
(www.ModelTrainStuff.com).

A BLOW TO ALL ON30 MODELLERS
Mike Hebblethwaite

Dallas, you will be missed!

(For those readers who follow ‘Purgatory Peak’, you will see several examples of
‘Boulder Valley Models’ kits trundling round the layout. Most have been seriously ‘kit-

August 12th, 2016 will be long remembered as a sad day by all UK

bashed’, but that is/was the beauty of BVM kits …. they are so adaptable! Ed)

modellers of American outline On30. It was the day that Dallas Mallerich
announced his retirement from, and the resulting closure of, ‘Boulder Valley
Models’.

For those of you who, like me, have bought his kits and models over the
years will know him as a superb modeller and a producer of high quality,

Good Luck, Dallas

hand crafted kits and accessories. His input to the hobby will be greatly

with your new venture

missed.

from all those Newsletter readers who know
you and appreciate your contribution over the
years to our great hobby

Yes! You are recognised on this side of “the Pond”!!

Just one example of Dallas’s many, excellent kits, seen above. This is the ‘open cab’
“Dunkirk” as seen, from time to time, on Purgatory Peak.

Typical of Dallas, through his web site, he has thanked all those modellers
who have inspired him over the years. It should be rather the other way
round! Dallas, through his modelling, has been an inspiration to countless
fellow modellers - me included - and has been a great
promoter of the hobby. His “How to ……….” additions
on his web site have helped so many modellers to
improve their skills and there is no doubt that he has
played no small part in the advancement of our hobby.
It should be more a case of us thanking him!

I don’t know whether it was just time constraints,
laziness, the pressure of other distractions or simply
good fortune, but I seem to have a good stock of
Dallas’s products to see me well in to my own
retirement! Each of those products represents a project
and as each is undertaken I shall be reminded of the
huge contribution Dallas has made not only to my
enjoyment of my hobby, but also of the contribution he
has made to the world of On30!

From all of us who are readers of this Newsletter and
have an interest in On30, we wish you well in your
retirement from ‘Boulder Valley Models’ and,
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equally, wish you well in your new venture as

Pictured below is another fine example of a BVM kit. This time it’s the ‘work car’ seen
here waiting its turn for the hard slog up the incline on ‘Purgatory Peak’. (This photo
was taken before the abandoned mine was completed with weathering and detail
parts added - Ed)

MY VISIT TO FRIENDS IN MACCLESFIELD (part 1)
Udo Pfannkuche (with a little help from Shaun Horrocks and Mike Hebblethwaite!)
The Purgatory Peak team met Udo at the Rail2015 Exhibition in Houton
(Utrecht) and have kept in touch ever since – so much so that he is a
regular contributor to this Newsletter!
Shaun welcomed me at Manchester Airport on the 17th of August.

(I collected him from the airport on the Wednesday off the 7:20am flight from Dusseldorf
– he had left home at about 3am!!!! - Shaun)

When we arrived at his home he introduced me to his lovely wife, Elizabeth,
and showed me to my bedroom.
(Having had a second breakfast we left for the Foxfield Light Railway near Stoke-onTrent which, I am ashamed to say, I had never visited before - Shaun.)

Shaun showed me the half-timbered building (Little Moreton Hall) near

chain linked the first and second wheel set on the opposite side of the

Wilmslow and drove on to the Foxfield Light Railway (near Stoke-on-Trent).

locomotive! He then gave us a private tour through the preservation depot.

(It’s locos are mainly ex industrial, both steam and diesel. It has a museum with
steam,diesel and electric locos plus a couple of very nice North Staffs 4-wheel
carriages and a North Staffs 0-6-2 “new L” .

The engine shed hosted
a 0-6-0 diesel switcher
with a drive shaft. A
chain transmitted the
driving force from the
drive shaft to the first

Later, after sampling their amazing range of beers we took the mandatory ride up the

wheel set. The second

line to the top of the bank which leads down to the colliery at 1 in 19! Needless to say

and third wheel set were

that they don’t run a passenger service down it!! However, on ‘gala days’ they do run

also linked via a chain,

goods trains - Shaun)

but there was no chain
between the first and second wheel set! Finally we met a machinist, who
crawled under and behind the diesel locomotive and discovered that another
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Alan (Ashton) - Udo was also introduced to HP sauce which he proceeded to “lavish” on
his meal. Half a bottle later, he announced that he ‘quite liked it’!! - Shaun)

The next day found us at Porthmadog, where we took the Welsh Highland
train to Caernarfon. The landscape of the Welsh Highlands is absolutely

(As his his wont, Udo got chatting to a guy from the USA who had worked on the
Durango & Silverton railway in Colorado!

magnificent and beautiful. I could not get enough of the spectacular view out
of the train's windows. I seemed to sense some kind of magical embrace
from the wonderful environment and nature and sucked in all the impressions
and feelings.

Shaun drove back home via rather small roads in order to bring me closer to
Udo claimed to be still awake and up for another visit, so we called in on the Churnet

the Welsh mountains and gentle curving hills. Sometimes Shaun had to

Valley Line arriving just as a train drew in hauled by their Polish loco. A ride down the

curve around a sheep grazing at the road's shoulder whilst it's body was

line and back was a must!
We arrived back at my home in time for a snack and some unpacking
before leaving to meet Mike & Neil at Poynton Weatherspoons – we know
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how to live the high life! Part way through the evening we were joined by

laying on the still warm tarmac!

(We returned to Wilmslow through Blaenau Ffestiniog and Bala so Udo could take in

Friday evening saw me at the Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s

the scenery – just before the effort of enjoying himself became too much and he dozed

Clubroom, where I met many club members and had some nice chats.

most of the way back! - Shaun)

After the Friday breakfast we visited the cotton mill museum at Styal. The
process of spinning the cotton fibres to yarn was demonstrated by a lady

(My final act was to take Udo to the MMRG Clubrooms in the evening and hand him
over to Mike & Neil for the rest of his stay. It was time for me to say farewell to Udo …. I
had thoroughly enjoyed his company but ……….

who slowly explained the carding and spinning activities on a treadle

………… I returned home early to pack – yes I forgot to mention I was off to France on

operated spinning wheel. The spinning process is simply the twisting of the

holiday the next morning! - Shaun)

cotton fibres in order to obtain a thin but strong thread. The yarn
automatically wound onto a bobbin, which is the next step in gaining a cotton

What happened next during Udo’s visit ………
……. you’ll just have to wait until next month!
Needless to say, it involved visiting other railway
themed attractions, Guinness and brown sauce!
And after the Club visit? Why, a trip to “the Dolphin”, of
course!

fabric: the weaving process. Many cotton threads run parallel through two
separate rows of loops, which lifted or dropped every second thread. A
shuttle was then pushed through the “tunnel” of threads, leaving another
thread behind. The fabric was woven this way.

The museum is called the “Quarry Bank Water Mill”, which implies that there
is some source of power to drive one or even several machines. Indeed, a
huge water wheel drove via several gears and drive shafts to many
machines in the stories above. The transformation of water power was so
efficient that only a very tiny rivulet was sufficient to power the entire
machinery of this big cotton mill. The machines did nothing else than what
the lady at the start of the museum's tour demonstrated manually. Only the
machines had a much higher output due to the power supply, that did not
rely on human labour.

Pictured left to right are Neil Fraser, Udo Pfannkuche, Mike Hebblethwaite
and Alan Ashton.

(Friday was a gentler day with a trip to Styal Mill to pick up on Udo’s mechanical
interests followed by a trip to S.M.T.F at Brookside Garden Centre for some DCC chips

“til next month, then. Happy modelling. Udo.

– apparently much cheaper in the UK. I was knackered! - Shaun)
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WHAT’S ALL THIS, THEN?

THE LAST WORD

Mmmm. I seem to have been running around like the proverbial b.a.fly …….
what with Udo’s visit, trying to squeeze as many weekends as I could to “Llan
Raco” (grandkids included during three August/September weekends!)and fit in
all my ‘normal' activities (work, Club, home life and Newsletter), it has been
something of a whirlwind month!

Still, the darker evenings are rapidly approaching, “Llan Raco” is due to close at
the end of this month and winter is ‘knocking on the door’. Maybe life can begin
to move at a calmer, more leisurely pace…… at least for a while! Who knows, I
may even have time to make a model or two!

Having said that, Purgatory Peak is visiting Folkestone model railway show
Have you any idea what Alan’s doing?

during the first weekend in October (that will feature in November’s issue) and
Orleans (France) for their show on 11th, 12th and 13th November! Yes. Orleans

I’ll give you a couple of clues ……….. he’s in Canada and this ‘ritual’ is

is a three day show and will involve a couple of days’ travel to get there and

becoming something of a tradition!

another couple to get back! That’s another fully booked week. What did I say
about life taking on a more leisurely pace?

Alan promises to have the answer for you in the November issue but in the
meantime, if you’ve any thoughts please send them in. You might be

Looks like I might be struggling to open any of those ‘project pending’ boxes

tempted to think that Alan has to ‘symbolically’ kill a set of Canadian

after all!

bagpipes ………. who knows what your fertile imaginations might come up
with! Give it a go and let’s have a laugh before the truth is revealed.

No doubt you will have seen the article concerning Dallas Mallerich’s retirement
from Boulder Valley Models. For those of you who do model in 0n30, I know

Your suggestions, please to :-

that his contribution to the hobby will be greatly missed but I am sure that we

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

would all like to join in wishing him every success with his ‘new’ involvement in

Please include “Alan’s Antics” in the subject heading.

Model Train Stuff.

Whilst on the subject of retirement, Caboose Hobbies of Denver closed its
doors for the last time on 25th September of this year. Duane and Joanna Miller

IF YOU ARE NOT RECEIVING YOUR COPY OF THE
NEWSLETTER AS EXPECTED THROUGH YOUR E-

are taking the opportunity to retire following the sale of their premises by their
landlord. More news and information about this next month, but in the
meantime we wish them well for a long and happy retirement.

MAIL IN-BOX, I APOLOGISE FOR THE REASONS
STATED IN AUGUST’S EDITION. PLEASE

What with, seemingly, an ever more hectic life and increasing demands on my

CONTACT ME AND I CAN THEN RESTORE YOUR

time, perhaps Dallas, Duane and Joanna are trying to tell me something!

E-MAIL DETAILS.
As ever, I hope that you’ve enjoyed the read. Next month's issue is already well
into the planning stage with a great variety of articles and features but there is

Despite the efforts of Microsoft to maximise the

still space for any contributions you may wish to make!

disruption to the distribution of this Newsletter, I
am reasonably confident that circulation is now

Until next month, I hope you continue to enjoy your hobby and manage to

around 95% restored. That still leaves around 20

undertake some of those ‘pending projects’.

readers whose details I’ve not yet managed to

Take care

restore.
Mike Hebblethwaite

That’s 20 readers too many!

Get in touch. Please. Ed
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